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Myponga Primary School is a high achieving public
school which caters for the needs of all students.
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Mission: A minimum of one year's growth for each
student every year
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Develop students' proficiency
with number and use of
operations across years R-7 (x
+-÷).

Targets
Each student improves the number of correct answers in number and algebra
questions for PAT-M by at least 10%, as compared to the previous year.

Each student improves the number of correct answers in number and algebra questions
for PAT-M by at least 10%, as compared to the previous year.
NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in number and algebra questions 2018 - 2020.

Challenge of practice
If teachers develop a consistent, evidence-based
approach to teaching number sense concepts, then
students will develop proficiency with number and use
of operations.

Each student meet or exceed the mean scale score for PAT M for their year level.
If not, each student meets or exceeds average growth for their year level.

Develop students' ability to
interpret and infer meaning
from a text across R-7.

Each student improves the number of correct responses in the PAT-R (blue and orange sections) by 10%.
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2018 - 2019 in running records (Reception,
Year 1 & 2) by the end of term 3

NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in reading 2018 - 2020
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2019 - 2020 in running
records (Reception, Year 1 & 2) by the end of term 3

If we improve and strengthen the teaching of reading
practices (Big 6 of Reading), then students will develop
the ability to interpret and infer meaning from a text.

NAPLAN - Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA and HB.
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2020 - 2021 in running
records (Reception, Year 1 & 2) by the end of term 3

Develop students' proficiency
in writing.

Each student in years 3-7 to answer the first 10 questions
in PAT-vocabulary with an accuracy of 90% or greater.
Increase the percentage of students achieving SEA in year 3 NAPLAN writing from 33% in 2018 to 50% in 2020, year
5 NAPLAN writing from 30% in 2018 to 50% in 2020, year 7 NAPLAN writing from 25% in 2018 to 50% in 2020
NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in vocabulary 2018 - 2020.
Pat-V - a 10% individual improvement in vocabulary 2018 - 2020.

If we embed a range of writing and oral language
strategies within our literacy program, we will see an
improvement in NAPLAN writing results.

Increase the percentage of students meeting SEA and maintaining
high band status in writing in years 3-7 NAPLAN from 2019 to 2021.
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Improvement plan for Myponga Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Targets
Develop students' proficiency with
number and use of operations across
years R-7 (x+-÷).

Develop students' ability to interpret and
infer meaning from a text across R-7.

Goal 3

Develop students' proficiency in writing.

2019

Each student improves the number of correct answers in number and algebra questions for PAT-M by at
least 10%, as compared to the previous year.

2020

Each student improves the number of correct answers in number and algebra questions for PAT-M by at
least 10%, as compared to the previous year.
NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in number and algebra questions 2018 - 2020.

2021

Each student meet or exceed the mean scale score for PAT M for their year level.
If not, each student meets or exceeds average growth for their year level.

2019

Each student improves the number of correct responses in the PAT-R (blue and orange sections) by 10%.
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2018 - 2019 in running records (Reception, Year
1 & 2) by the end of term 3

2020

NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in reading 2018 - 2020
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2019 - 2020 in running records (Reception, Year
1 & 2) by the end of term 3

2021

NAPLAN - Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA and HB.
Improvement in percentage of students reaching SEA from 2020 - 2021 in running records (Reception, Year
1 & 2) by the end of term 3

2019

Each student in years 3-7 to answer the first 10 questions in PAT-vocabulary
with an accuracy of 90% or greater.

2020

Increase the percentage of students achieving SEA in year 3 NAPLAN writing from 33% in 2018 to 50% in 2020, year 5 NAPLAN writing from
30% in 2018 to 50% in 2020, year 7 NAPLAN writing from 25% in 2018 to 50% in 2020
NAPLAN - a 10% individual improvement in vocabulary 2018 - 2020.
Pat-V - a 10% individual improvement in vocabulary 2018 - 2020.

2021

Increase the percentage of students meeting SEA and maintaining high band
status in writing in years 3-7 NAPLAN from 2019 to 2021.
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If teachers develop a consistent, evidence-based approach to teaching number sense concepts, then students will develop
proficiency with number and use of operations.

Goal 2

If we improve and strengthen the teaching of reading practices (Big 6 of Reading), then students will develop the ability to interpret
and infer meaning from a text.

Goal 3

If we embed a range of writing and oral language strategies within our literacy program, we will see an improvement in NAPLAN
writing results.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Provide opportunities for staff to
engage with A/C Resource,
scopes and sequence and unit
plans through professional T&D.

Develop students' proficiency with number and use of operations across years R-7 (x+-÷).

If teachers develop a consistent, evidence-based approach to teaching number sense concepts, then
students will develop proficiency with number and use of operations.

Timeline

Ongoing
throughout
2021

Analyse and interpret number data,
Termly data
share with staff and lead discussions
analysis
with teachers to design, implement and (PLCs)
monitor numeracy interventions and
identify individual/cohort student needs.
Develop and use agreed BIIN
assessments, George Booker
assessments, design appropriate
learning tasks, monitor progress
through common formative
assessments

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Leaders in conjunction with Curriculum Lead - to
plan for staff meeting opportunities and student
free days for the year, teacher
confidence/competence audit, BIIN PL.
Teachers - actively engage and participate in PD

Australian curriculum
Scope and Sequence - Numeracy
External review directions
Curriculum Lead
DfE guidebooks
BIIN advice papers & resources
Jo Boaler
PLC format
Step 9 teachers

Leaders in conjunction with Curriculum Leadprogram time for teachers to analyse PAT M,
Maths Seeds and Mathletics data.
Teachers - Use learning design, monitor student
progress and plan for interventions, strategies &
for differentiation using the data.

Individual student PAT and NAPLAN data
Mathletics & Mathseeds data
BIIN misconceptions data
Teacher data
Student perception data (belief)
Intervention data

Teachers- analyse data, collaborative planning and Best advice papers
By end
George Booker Assessments
term 1 2021 assessments
Leadership - provide collaboration time, TRT
release, BIIN PD, George Booker PD,
collaboration with small schools (Clarendon,
McLaren Flat, Kangarilla)

BIIN diagnostic assessments
Australian curriculum, numeracy progression,
numeracy learning continuum
Reagan Birrel - Curriculum Lead
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Develop students' proficiency with number and use of operations across years R-7 (x+-÷).
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Design learning tasks and processes Ongoing
that include clear learning intention
throughout
and success criteria, derived from
2021
the achievement standards and
context free.

Leaders - provide every teacher with a copy of Van de
Walle, visible learning training, plan and enact
strategies/activities from the text
Teachers - work collaboratively in learning teams to further
their numeracy development (R-2, 3-7), design and plan
learning tasks, be explicit about intentions and success
criteria

Van de Walle - teaching student centred mathematics for each teacher
BiTL tools
Transforming tasks strategies
External review directions
Curriculum Lead LDAM strategy
DfE guidebooks
BIIN advice papers & resources
New Curriculum Resource

Provide ongoing, timely and
Ongoing
formative feedback for students
throughout
regarding their progress against A/C 2021
Scope & Sequence using a range of
feedback strategies (two-way)

Leaders - provide further training re formative feedback
Teachers - plan for opportunities to provide feedback
to students, target feedback to appropriate level for
each student, provide opportunities for peer as well as
teacher feedback, small group as well as individual
feedback

Dylan William resources
Aust Curriculum, numeracy progression, numeracy learning
continuum
Mathematics scope and sequence
DfE guidebooks
BIIN resources and advice paper
Curriculum Lead

Targeted intervention programs
are implemented for students
below SEA in PAT-M or below
standard (Booker) in 2020.

Teachers - identify students below
SEA/standard and plan and implement
targeted intervention strategies
SSOs - work with teacher to plan and
implement intervention strategies

0.5 release for each teacher plus SSO
BIIN resources
Curriculum Lead
Van de Walle resources

Ongoing
throughout
2021 reviewed
each term

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

When we talk to teachers they will be able to;
- accurately describe what students understand in the area of number and what may be able to be grasped with further teaching
- describe how the text 'Teaching student centred mathematics' informs teaching and learning activities
- show & describe examples of feedback given to students about their progress against mathematical learning intentions
When we review student work, we will see that they can:
- solve simple problems involving all four of the operations accurately
- interpret and compare different data sets
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Develop students' ability to interpret and infer meaning from a text across R-7.

Challenge of practice

If we improve and strengthen the teaching of reading practices (Big 6 of Reading), then students will
develop the ability to interpret and infer meaning from a text.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Investigate and determine how to
provide constructive reading
feedback for students using
formative assessment

Term 2
2021

Leadership - investigate and develop
common formative assessments

English scope and sequence, Literacy learning
continuum, national literacy learning progressions,
Australian Curriculum, NAPLAN, PAT-R, running
records and phonics screening, common formative
assessment exemplars re comprehension strategies
DfE Best Advice papers

Professional learning for teachers
to deepen their understanding of
the Big 6 of Reading, and develop
common strategies to teach
reading

ongoing
2021

Leadership - schedule Big Six PD in terms 1-2, lesson
observations, feedback to teachers
Teachers - Big 6 explicit in planning and practice, professional
discussions
- identify students requiring support in specific aspects of Big 6
- reflect and act on classroom observation feedback, measure
impact

Literacy best advice papers, Victorian
Guided Reading literacy teaching toolkit,
Dezlea Konza - the Big 6 Components of
Reading
Anne Bayetto

Continue to develop a school
approach to Oral Language
development to strengthen
comprehension teaching and
learning

Ongoing
through
2021

Speech Pathologist - support leadership and teachers to
implement highly effective Wave 1-3 Oral Language
programs/strategies
Leadership - providing opportunities for SIP team to plan
Teachers and ancillary staff - implement Oral Language
strategies

Claire McMinn (DfE speech pathologist)
Oral Language resources- Sheena Cameron
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Develop students' ability to interpret and infer meaning from a text across R-7.
Timeline

Maintain vocabulary component in Ongoing
reading programs
through
2021

Roles and responsibilities

Teachers: Use oral language best practices
(continue to use 3 tiers of vocabulary,
explicitly teach vocabulary in context, model
high quality language, pre-teach vocabulary,
develop topic specific vocabulary, etc)

Resources

Literacy learning continuum, national literacy
learning progressions, Australian Curriculum,
best advice papers, DfE guidebooks, English
scope and sequence

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

When we talk to teachers they will be able to;
- name and describe a range of teaching strategies to improve reading
- describe the 3 tiers of vocabulary and how vocabulary teaching is incorporated into the literacy block
- demonstrate how they have collaborated with feloow teachers to support oral language development
When we review student work, listen to them read and talk with them, we will see that they can:
- identify literal and implied meaning within a text
- decode unfamiliar words using phonic, grammatical, semantic and contextual knowledge
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Develop students' proficiency in writing.

If we embed a range of writing and oral language strategies within our literacy program, we will see an
improvement in NAPLAN writing results.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Teachers incorporate genre specific Ongoing
modelled writing where they model throughout
the use of specific vocabulary and
2021
verbalise the reasons for their
vocabulary choices

Teachers: create vocabulary displays where students can capture
new and interesting words, follow MPS genre map
EY teachers: introduce common learning area genres, intentionally
teach at least 2 genres per term
MY teachers: build content and vocab through oral language and
reading and viewing prior to writing
UP teachers: teach metacognitive strategies of self-talk - modeling
the thinking

Teachers incorporate daily writing
activities to enable learners to
practice and build automaticity.

EY teachers: explicitly teach connections between 'Handwriting and keyboarding skills' paper,
sounds and letters
'Considerations for teaching writing'
MY teachers: offer many opportunities for learners Sheena Cameron - The Writing Book
to build automaticity
UP teachers: use writing for community purposes
with real world applications

Ongoing
throughout
2021

Teachers intentionally plan for oral Ongoing
language development, scaffolding throughout
the language required to access
2021
the curriculum.

Teachers: create interactive vocabulary displays,
build content vocabulary of topic through oral
language, develop vocabulary through barrier
games, cloze activities, Simon Says, retelling
stories and role play, teach active listening, use
interactive drama based activities

Sheena Cameron - The Writing Book
Literacy General Capability, National Literacy
Learning Progression, Genre map

Literacy General Capability, National Literacy
Learning Progression, Oral Language Book
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Develop students' proficiency in writing.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Teachers engage and become
familiar with the Brightpath
assessment and moderation
program.

throughout
2021

Shaun/Laura/Leanne to undergo initial training re
Brightpath.
Shaun/Laura - give teachers T&D on using the
Brightpath narrative teachers ruler
Teachers to engage professionally with the
program and meet requirements

Brightpath program team
Leaders/teachers
Brightpath resources

Review MPS Genre map and
teaching cycle

End term 1
2021

Leadership to plan staff meeting time for
review
Teachers - follow genre map teaching cycle

Genre map

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

When we talk to teachers they will be able to;
- Describe the genre models for different writing types and how they modeled specific vocabulary
- show us evidence of daily writing activities which build automaticity
- describe and show us evidence of how vocabulary displays and walls are used within the classroom
When we review student work and talk with them, we will see that they can:
- describe the features of simple text types and can use text to describe feelings and opinions on a topic
- select appropriate and specific vocabulary with accurate spelling and use of punctuation
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Shaun Betts
Date 16/2/21
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name
Date
Approved by education director

Ann Prime

19/3/21
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